PURE-D

®

The toilet seat with integrated odor
extraction

The best days are
those with nothing to
worry about…

At DENCK, our core activity is developing innovative and highquality products. We invent, design and improve innovative
products that are extensively tested before they’re made
available for purchase.
Our latest product is PURE-D, the toilet seat with integrated
odor extraction that provides a pleasant and odorless toilet
experience.
Thanks to the powerful and quiet fan, your toilet visit will be
virtually odorless for yourself and any visitors after you.
PURE-D ensures a flawless extraction of disturbing odors in
order for you to leave the smallest room with your head held
high.

PURE-D®

Everyone has an odor,
but that doesn’t mean
you should be able to
smell it

Unique patented
ventilation system

Odor detection

Universal fit (D-Shape)

Integrated and rechargeable
Battery Pack

Automatic start - stop

Easy to install and
maintain

PURE-D®

No chemicals and other
harmful substances

Soft Close and
Quick Release

Durable, antibacterial and
scratch-free (Duroplast)

Replaceable filter

Smartphone App with
notifications

Unique patented
ventilation system

Universal fit
(D-Shape)

Thanks to the powerful air circulation in the toilet, which is
generated by a low-noise fan, your toilet visit will be virtually
odorless for yourself and for any visitors after you. PURE-D

The dimensions of the PURE-D are the same as the

ensures flawless extraction of unpleasant odors so that you

dimensions of a regular toilet seat. This maked the PURE-D

can leave the smallest room with your head held high.

suitable for almost every toilet with a D-Shape. If you want to
be sure that the PURE-D fits on your toilet, order the free fit
tool at www.denck.eu/fittool.

Odor detection
The PURE-D has a build-in smart odor sensor. If you ofter sit
on the toilet for longer periods of time, the system saves
energy by limiting the power of the fan. If necessary, the odor
sensor reacts immediately and switches the fan back to
standard power so that you can count on a flawless extraction
and filtering of unpleasant odors.

Integrated Battery
Pack
The PURE-D features a rechargeable and interchangeable
Battery Pack that lasts up to about 30 days(1) per charge
cycle. The Battery Pack ensures that the PURE-D can be
installed anywhere because you don’t need an outlet in your
toilet or bathroom. When the Battery Pack is empty, you can
just take it out and charge it with the included micro-USBcable.

PURE-D®

(1) Calculated for a family of 2 adults and 2 children.

Automatic
start-stop

No chemicals

A smart sensor knows when someone is sitting on the toilet

Due to the optimal airflow combined with a carbon filter,

and turns on the PURE-D automatically. When there’s no one

the elimination of unpleasant odors can be done

sitting on the toilet, the PURE-D will continue ventilating for a

completely without chemicals or other harmful

short period of time and will automatically turn off right after.

substances. This way it’s not only safe for yourself, but

You can easily adjust the delay time using the Smartphone-

also for the environment.

App.

Easy to install
and maintain

Soft Close &
Quick Release

The PURE-D toilet seat is easy to install without any special tools. The
Quick Release hinge system is suited for almost every toilet with a D-

The in-house developed Soft Close hinge system makes

Shape and ensures that the toilet seat can be easily removed and

sure that the PURE-D always closes gently, silently and

clicked back in. You can maintain the PURE-D exactly like you would

safely. With the Quick Release function you can remove

maintain an ordinary toilet seat. If you want to clean it thoroughly, you

the PURE-D from the toilet in 1 action easily to clean the

can use the optional cleaning set.

toilet and the PURE-D.

PURE-D®

Durable,
antibacterial and
scratch-free
The PURE-D is made from Duroplast, a practically unbreakable
and light type of plastic. The PURE-D is also more hygienic, very
user-friendly and scratch-free due to the extra smooth surface
and the pore-free Duroplast material.

Replaceable filter
Thanks to the integrated filter, you can be sure of an optimally
functioning system for at least 6 months(1). If your filter
saturated, you can order more filters from us. You can easily
replace the filter and it’s also biodegradable.

PURE-D®

(1) Caculated for a family of 2 adults and 2 children.

Operate the PURE-D with
your smartphone
You can use the DENCK-Smartphone App to control and personalize your PURE-D toilet seat.
Set the delay time or decrease/increase the ventilation depending on the user. The App notifies
you when the Battery Pack is almost empty or when you need to replace the filter. Of course,
the PURE-D also works without a Smartphone.

Ventilation

Filter status

Battery

Notifications

Manual

FAQ

Updates

Mounting pins

Easy to
install

Fit tool

3. Position the hinge
system
Place the fit tool with the provided holes over

Mounting holes

the pins of the hinge feet. Position the fit tool
so that it fits perfectly at the front of your toilet
and so it’s in the middle on the left and right
Fit tool

1. Check the fit

side. Tighten the screws firmly to fix the hinge

Use the included fit tool to check if the PURE-D

covers of the hinge feet for protection.

feet and remove the fitting tool. Place the

fits your toilet. Position the fit tool so that it fits
at the front of your toilet and that it’s in the
middle on the left and right side. You should be
able to see the mounting holes of your toilet in
the recesses provided for this in the fit tool.

4. Install the PURE-D
toilet seat
Thanks to the Quick Release system, you only

Cover
Hinge feet

need to click the toilet seat onto the hinge

Screw

Mounting
plugs
Mounting
holes

system. If you want, you can remove the toilet

2. Attach the hinge
system

seat by opening the PURE-D and pulling it up.

Push the mounting plugs into the mounting
holes until the collar fits the toilet. Place the
hinge feet and screw the screw into the
mounting plugs. Do not fully tighten the screws
yet so you can still move the hinge feet.

Scan the QR-code to view the installation videos
PURE-D®

Charging the
Battery Pack

Replacing
the filter

Charging or changing the Battery Pack of the PURE-D is very easy. When you remove the

Is your filter saturated? Remove the magnetic cover from the lid and open the filter cover.

magnetic cover from the lid, you can click the Battery Pack out. You can use the Micro-

Now you can remove the old filter and replace it with a new filter easily. The filter contains a

USB-cable to charge the battery.

soft rubber all around so your hands won’t get dirty.

Take the magnetic cover off the lid and place it in

Take the magnetic cover off the lid and place it in

the hole of the toilet.

the hole of the toilet.

1

1

Pull the tab on the Battery Pack down to release

Pull the tab on the filter cover to the left to release

the Battery Pack. Then pull the USB-C-cable out of

and remove the filter.

the Battery Pack and charge it with the included
Micro-USB-cable.
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Specifications
Brand

DENCK

Model

PURE-D

Shape

D-shape

Material

Duroplast (UF)

Color

Traffic White (RAL 9016)

Pure White (RAL 9010)

Black (RAL 9005)
Weight

6,8kg

Dimensions (product)

46 x 36,2 x 6 cm

Dimensions (packaging)

60 x 40 x 10 cm

Battery

20.000mAh, 5VDC - 12W, USB-C

Control

Smartphone App (optional)

Toilet

Optionally available

Warranty

2 years

In the box

PURE-D toilet seat, Battery Pack, filter, Soft Close & Quick
Release hinge set, manual

Inspections

CE, DIN-19516

PURE-D®

Products
PRODUCT:

PURE-D

PRODUCT:

PURE-D + RIMLESS TOILET

COLOR:

TRAFFIC WHITE (RAL 9016)

COLOR:

BLACK (RAL 9005)

ART.NR:

PDEU-TW / PDEU-TW(S)

ART.NR:

PDEU-BK-T / PDEU-BK(S)-T

PRICE:

€ 559 / ST

PRICE:

€ 749 / SET

PRODUCT:

PURE-D

PRODUCT:

BATTERY PACK

COLOR:

PURE WHITE (RAL 9010)

ART.NR:

PD-BP20

PRICE:

€ 49,95 / ST

ART.NR:

PDEU-PW / PDEU-PW(S)

PRICE:

€ 559 / ST

PRODUCT:

PURE-D

PRODUCT:

FILTER

COLOR:

BLACK (RAL 9005)

ART.NR:

PD-F

PRICE:

€ 24,95 / DUOPACK (2 ST)

ART.NR:

PDEU-BK / PDEU-BK(S)

€ 59,95 / MULTIPACK (5 ST)

PRICE:

€ 559 / ST

PRODUCT:

PURE-D + RIMLESS TOILET

PRODUCT:

QUICK RELEASE HINGE SET

COLOR:

TRAFFIC WHITE (RAL 9016)

ART.NR:

PD-QR

PRICE:

€ 29,95 / SET

ART.NR:

PDEU-TW-T / PDEU-TW(S)-T

PRICE:

€ 749 / SET

PRODUCT:

PURE-D + RIMLESS TOILET

PRODUCT:

SCENT STICK (OPTIONAL)

COLOR:

PURE WHITE (RAL 9010)

SCENTS:

PURE COTTON, PURE BLOSSOM,

ART.NR:
PRICE:

(S) = With Battery Pack lock
Prices include 21% VAT and exclude delivery costs.

PDEU-PW-T / PDEU-PW(S)-T
€ 749 / SET

PURE OCEAN
PRICE:

Prices include 21% VAT and exclude delivery costs.

€ 4,95 / SET (3 ST)

DENCK Innovations BV
Bosdel 20, 3600 Genk, Belgium
+32 89 56 40 17
info@denck.eu

www.denck.eu

